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ABSTRACT

some examples , based on a user' s context, augmentations

can be retrieved , analyzed , and grouped into clusters . Exem

plars can be used to render the clusters as conceptual
representations of the grouped augmentations . An exem

plar' s rendering format can be derived from the grouped
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ters and rendering these clusters as exemplars to a user can

plars . Techniques for grouping the augmentations into clus

enhance the richness and meaning of an augmented reality

environment along contextually or user determined axes
while reducing the sensorial and cognitive load on the user.
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GENERATING AUGMENTED REALITY

EXEMPLARS
CROSS -REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS
10001] The present application is a continuation under

U .S . C . $ 120 of U . S . application Ser. No. 13 /879 ,594 , filed
35 U .S .C . $ 371 of International Application No. PCT/

on Apr. 15 , 2013 , which is a U .S . National Stage filing under
US2012 / 052505, filed on Aug . 27 , 2012 . The disclosure of
U .S . application Ser. No . 13 / 879 , 594 and International
Application No. PCT/US2012 / 052505 are incorporated
herein by reference in their entirety .
BACKGROUND

[0002] Augmented reality (AR ) focuses on combining real

world and computer - generated data , including computer

graphics objects blended into real video and images in real

time for display to an end - user. The spread of personal

electronic devices such as smartphones and accessibility to

data networks and services via the Internet and other net
works have enabled access and use of an increasing number
of AR applications.
10003] As AR applications and services become increas
ingly popular, the number of augmentations available in any
given context will skyrocket. These augmentations may be
visual, auditory , and haptic , and some augmentations may

span differentmodalities. Whether the augmentations are for

a particular place and time, a particular object or collection
of objects , or for a person or collection of people , the
number of augmentations can overwhelm a user 's ability to
process them .
[0004 ] The user can be overwhelmed when a large number
of augmentations are displayed on an augmented reality
device , impeding the user 's ability to meaningfully and

easily review desired augmentations. For example , a user

walking through Times Square in New York can be bom
barded by several million augmentations from businesses ,

government organizations , social groups, and end -users ( e.g .

virtual billboards, restaurant reviews, business placards,

artwork , travel directions ,messages, graffiti, etc .). Similarly ,
a user walking through a city park can see tens of thousands

of augmented reality avatars jostling for space on the grass .
In another example , a user leafing through a copy of Moby

Dick may be unable to read a page scribbled over with
annotations from thousands of others who have read the

book .

Sep . 14 , 2017
[0007 ] In various embodiments , the augmentation system

can determine and retrieve augmentations based on the

context. Further, the augmentation system can automatically
group the retrieved augmentations into clusters, determine

rendering formats for each cluster, remove the grouped

augmentations from previously rendered augmentations ,

and render the clusters as exemplars to the user.
[0008] In an embodiment, grouping augmentations into
clusters and determining rendering formats can be based on
the augmentations and the context. For example, the system
can analyze the augmentations and the context and deter
mine a conceptual clustering algorithm . The conceptual
clustering algorithm can group the augmentations into clus
ters and associate the clusters with a concept describing
properties of the grouped augmentations. The rendering
formats of the clusters can be derived from the associated
concepts. In a further embodiment, the rendering formats
can exhibit several aspects of the clusters , such as appear
ance , behavior, and interactivity of the grouped augmenta
tions. As such , when the clusters are rendered to a user as
exemplars, the exemplars can provide descriptive , rich ,
informative , and meaningful conceptual summaries of the
grouped augmentations .
[0009 ]. For example , instead of displaying ten thousand

augmented reality avatars crowded into a city park where the
avatars may be grouped in just ten exemplar avatars. Each
exemplar avatar can be dressed in a flag of a different nation

avatars represent users from countries around the globe, the
and can be " standing in ” for a much larger set of avatars
from the indicated nation . Thus, rather than being over
whelmed with ten thousand avatars , a user may see the ten

exemplar avatars and decide to communicate with one of the
exemplar avatars .

[0010 ] Clustering large numbers of augmentations into
smaller sets of exemplars maintains the richness and mean

ing of an augmented reality environment along contextually
or user -determined axes while reducing the sensorial and

cognitive load on the user.
[0011 ] The foregoing summary is illustrative only and is

not intended to be in any way limiting . In addition to the
illustrative aspects , embodiments , and features described

above, further aspects, embodiments , and features will
become apparent by reference to the drawings and the
following detailed description .

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES
[0012 ]. The foregoing and other features of this disclosure

SUMMARY

will becomemore fully apparent from the following descrip
tion and appended claims, taken in conjunction with the

[0005 ] In various embodiments, systems, methods, and
computer -readable media are disclosed for clustering and
rendering of augmentations into one or more operational

depict only several embodiments in accordance with the

“ exemplars” or clusters that represent collections of aug

mentations.

[0006 ] In one embodiment, an augmented reality system
can receive a context associated with a user or a user ' s
device . The context may include physical and virtual infor
mation about the user ' s environment, such as the user ' s

location, time of day, the user 's personal preferences, the

augmented reality services to which the user is subscribed

to , an image or object the user is pointing at or selecting, etc .

The system can be associated with the user' s device or with
a service that the user is subscribed to .

accompanying drawings. Understanding that these drawings

disclosure and are , therefore ,not to be considered limitingof
its scope , the disclosure will be described with additional
specificity and detail through use of the accompanying
drawings , in which :
[0013 ] FIG . 1 depicts a block diagram illustrating an
example computing device with which various embodi
ments of the present disclosure may be implemented .
[0014 ] FIG . 2 depicts an example network environment in
which various embodiments of the present disclosure may
be implemented .
[0015 ] FIG . 3 depicts an illustrative embodiment of an
augmented reality system .

US 2017 /0263055 A1
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[0016 ] FIG . 4 depicts an example augmented reality dis [0017 ] FIG . 5 depicts example augmentations displayed
on a computing device .
[0018 ] FIG . 6 depicts an example grouping of augmenta
tions into clusters.
[ 0019 ] FIG . 7 depicts an example rendering format of an
exemplar.
[0020 ] FIG . 8 depicts an example of an augmented reality
view before and after augmentations are clustered and the
resulting exemplars are rendered .
[0021] FIG . 9 depicts an example operational procedure
for grouping augmentations and rendering the resulting

augmented reality grouping and rendering techniques as is
described herein . In some embodiments, application 122
may be arranged to operate with program data 124 on

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

tures or functionality , and additional interfaces to facilitate
communications between basic configuration 102 and any

play.

exemplars.

[0022 ] In the following detailed description , reference is
hereof, in the drawings , similar symbols typically identify
similar components , unless context dictates otherwise . The
illustrative embodiments described in the detailed descrip
tion , drawings, and claims are not meant to be limiting .

made to the accompanying drawings , which form a part

Other embodiments may be utilized , and other changes may

be made, without departing from the spirit or scope of the

subject matter presented herein . It will be readily understood
that the aspects of the present disclosure , as generally
described herein , and illustrated in the Figures, can be
arranged , substituted , combined , separated , and designed in
a wide variety of different configurations, all of which are
explicitly contemplated herein .
[ 0023] This disclosure is generally drawn, inter alia , to
methods, apparatus, systems, devices, and computer pro
gram products related to augmented reality . Briefly stated ,

technologies are generally described for a system for pro

cessing an augmented reality data , including automatically

grouping a number of augmentations into clusters referred to

as exemplars and rendering the exemplars in descriptive
formats .

100241 FIG . 1 depicts a block diagram illustrating an
example computing device 100 with which various embodi
ments of the present disclosure may be implemented . In a

very basic configuration 102 , computing device 100 typi
cally includes one or more processors 104 and a system
memory 106 . A memory bus 108 may be used for commu
nicating between processor 104 and system memory 106 .
[0025 ] Depending on the desired configuration , processor

104 may be of any type including but not limited to a
microprocessor (uP ), a microcontroller (UC ) , a digital signal
processor (DSP ) , or any combination thereof. Processor 104

may include one more levels of caching, such as a level one

cache 110 and a level two cache 112 , a processor core 114 ,

and registers 116 . An example processor core 114 may

include an arithmetic logic unit (ALU ) , a floating point unit
combination thereof. An example memory controller 118
may also be used with processor 104 , or in some implemen
tations memory controller 118 may be an internal part of
processor 104.
[0026 ] Depending on the desired configuration , system
memory 106 may be of any type including but not limited to
volatile memory ( such as RAM ), non - volatile memory (such
as ROM , flash memory , etc .) or any combination thereof.
System memory 106 may include an operating system 120 ,
one or more applications 122 , and program data 124 . Appli

(FPU ), a digital signal processing core (DSP Core ), or any

cation 122 may include an augmented reality process 126
that is arranged to perform functions as described herein

including those described with respect to operations
described in FIGS. 3 - 9 . Program data 124 may include

augmentation data 128 thatmay be useful for operation with

operating system 120 such that augmentations can be
grouped into clusters which are then rendered as exemplars
using a conceptual format. This described basic configura
tion 102 is illustrated in FIG . 1 by those components within
the inner dashed line .
[0027 ] Computing device 100 may have additional fea
required devices and interfaces . For example , a basic / inter

face controller 130 may be used to facilitate communica
tions between basic configuration 102 and one or more data

storage devices 132 via a storage interface bus 134 . Data
storage devices 132 may be removable storage devices 136 ,
non - removable storage devices 138, or a combination

thereof. Examples of removable storage and non -removable
storage devices include magnetic disk devices such as
flexible disk drives and hard -disk drives (MD ), optical disk
drives such as compact disk (CD ) drives or digital versatile

disk (DVD ) drives, solid state drives (SSD ), and tape drives
to name a few . Example computer storage media may
include volatile and nonvolatile , removable and non - remov

able media implemented in any method or technology for
storage of information , such as computer readable instruc
tions , data structures , program modules, or other data .

[0028 ] System memory 106 , removable storage devices
136 and non -removable storage devices 138 are examples of

computer storage media . Computer storage media includes,
but is not limited to , RAM , ROM , EEPROM , flash memory
or other memory technology, (D -ROM , digital versatile

disks (DVD ) or other optical storage , magnetic cassettes ,

magnetic tape, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic

storage devices , or any other medium which may be used to

store the desired information and which may be accessed by
computing device 100 . Any such computer storage media

may be part of computing device 100 .
[0029 ] Computing device 100 may also include an inter

face bus 140 for facilitating communication from various

interface devices ( e . g ., output devices 142 , peripheral inter

faces 144 , and communication devices 146 ) to basic con
figuration 102 via bus/ interface controller 130 . Example
output devices 142 include a graphics processing unit 148
and an audio processing unit 150 , which may be configured
to communicate to various external devices such as a display

or speakers via one or more A /V ports 152 . Example

peripheral interfaces 144 include a serial interface controller

154 or a parallel interface controller 156 , which may be

configured to communicate with external devices such as
input devices ( e . g ., keyboard , mouse , pen , voice input

device , touch input device , etc .) or other peripheral devices

( e.g ., printer, scanner, etc.) via one or more 110 ports 158.

An example communication device 146 includes a network
controller 160 , which may be arranged to facilitate commu

nications with one or more other computing devices 162
over a network communication link via one or more com
munication ports 164 .

US 2017 /0263055 A1
[0030 ] The network communication link may be one

example of a communication media . Communication media
may typically be embodied by computer readable instruc
tions, data structures , program modules, or other data in a
modulated data signal, such as a carrier wave or other

transport mechanism , and may include any information

delivery media . A “ modulated data signal” may be a signal
that has one or more of its characteristics set or changed in

Sep . 14 , 2017
reality device 210 may determine or be associated with a

user 's context, which may include information associated
with physical and virtual environments of the user, such as
the user' s location , time of day, the user 's personal prefer
ences , the augmented reality services to which the user is
subscribed to , an image or object the user is pointing at or

selecting , etc .
[0036 ] The augmented reality device 210 can communi

such a manner as to encode information in the signal. By

cate with the server 220 over the communications network

direct-wired connection, and wireless media such as acous

tation data and can be adapted to provide augmentation
services. For example , the server 220 can include a library

way of example , and not limitation , communication media
may include wired media such as a wired network or

tic , radio frequency (RF) , microwave , infrared (IR ) and
other wireless media . The term computer readable media as
used herein may include both storage media and communi

cation media .

[ 0031] Computing device 100 may be implemented as a
portion of a small -form factor portable (or mobile ) elec
tronic device such as a cell phone, a personal data assistant

(PDA ), a personal media player device , a wireless web
specific device , or a hybrid device that include any of the
above functions. Computing device 100 may also be imple
mented as a personal computer including both laptop com
puter and non - laptop computer configurations .
watch device , a personal headset device , an application

[ 0032 ] FIG . 2 depicts an example network environment in

which various embodiments of the present disclosure may
be implemented . In particular, FIG . 2 illustrates an example
computing arrangement 200 comprised of computing
devices 210 each of which may be adapted to provide

augmented reality applications as described herein . The
computing devices 210 may comprise , for example , any of
a desktop computer 210a , a laptop computer 210b , a phone

210e , a tablet computing device 210d , a personal digital
assistant (PDA ) 210e , and a mobile phone 210f, each of
which may be adapted to process and display augmented
reality data to a user .

250 . The server 220 can comprise a repository of augmen

of clustering and rendering models and algorithms adapted

to perform real-time clustering and rendering of augmenta

tions. The augmented reality device 210 can query the server
220 to determine and receive augmentations based on the

user ' s context. In one scenario , the server 220 can transmit

augmentations and corresponding rendering formats to the

augmented reality device 210 which can render the received

augmentations to the user. In an alternative scenario , the

server 220 can render the augmentations and transmit the
rendered augmentations to the augmented reality device
210 .

[0037] In yet another scenario , augmentation data can be
stored on the augmented reality device 210 . As such , group
ing and rendering the augmentation data can be processed

locally on the augmented reality device 210 eliminating the
need for the augmented reality device to query the server

220 . In a further scenario , the augmented reality device 210

can be in communication with another computing device

210 to exchange augmentation data and services. For
example , the tablet 210d can be adapted to provide an
interface to a user and to provide the user ' s context to the
desktop 210a . In turn , the desktop 210a can be adapted to
provide augmentation services to the user via the interface
tablet 210d.

[0038 ] FIG . 3 depicts an illustrative embodiment of an

[ 0033] Each of the devices 210 may be adapted to com
municate using a communications network 250. The com

augmented reality system 300 . A scene 310 may be viewed

is suitable for providing communications between the com
puting devices 210 and any servers 220 accessed by the

example , the augmented reality device 210 can integrate an
image or a video capture device . Alternatively or addition
ally , the augmented reality device 210 can be adapted to
retrieve an image of the scene 310 based on the user' s

munications network 250 may be any type of network that

computing devices 210 . The communications network 250
may comprise a combination of discrete networks which
may use different technologies . For example , the commu
nications network 250 may comprise local area networks

(LANs), wide area networks (WANs), cellular networks , or
combinations thereof. The communications network 250

may comprise wireless , wireline, or combination thereof. In
an example embodiment, the communications network 250

may comprise the Internet and may additionally comprise

any networks adapted to communicate with the Internet. The

communications network 250 may comprise a wireless

telephony network that is adapted to communicate video ,
audio , and other data between the computing devices 210

and the servers 220 .

[ 0034 ] In an embodiment, augmentation data can be pro

cessed by an augmented reality device , such as any of the
computing devices 210 . The augmented reality device can
be coupled to an analysis engine or an augmentation service
hosted on a computing device , such as the server 220 .
[0035 ] In an example scenario , the augmented reality
device 210 may be directed , for example , by a user to
activate an augmented reality application . The augmented

and captured by the augmented reality device 210 . For

context. The image can be retrieved from data stored locally

on the augmented reality device 210 or externally on another
device 210 or the server 220 in communication with the
augmented reality device 210 as shown in FIG . 2 . The scene
310 may be associated with a set of scene coordinates ( X , Y ,

Z ). Based on the image of the scene 310 and/or the user' s
retrieved 315 . The augmentations 320 can comprise virtual
representations of the scene 310 and of objects or persons
associated with the scene 310 . For example, the augmenta

context, augmentations 320 may be determined and

tions 320 may comprise other images, metadata , informa

tion , or descriptions related to the scene 310 . The augmen
tations 320 may also be associated with a set of coordinates

(X , Y , Z ). The image of the scene 310 can be merged 325

with the augmentations 320 to generate a virtual image of
the scene 310 . The virtual image can be rendered 330 and

displayed to the user. The generation of the virtual image
may be performed with a standard computer graphics system
internal or external to the augmented reality device 210 . The
graphics system may align the image of the scene 310 and
the augmentations 320 based on the associated coordinates
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( X , Y, Z ). Further, the graphics system may use real world

information about the imaging of the scene 310 so that the

virtual image can be correctly rendered . The determination
315 of the augmentations 320 , the merging 325 and aligning

of the image and the augmentations 320 to create the virtual
image, and the rendering 330 of the virtual image can be
accomplished locally on the augmented reality device 210 ,
externally on another device 210 or the server 220 in
communication with the augmented reality device 210 , or
can be distributed between the augmented reality device

210 , the other devices 210 , and the server 220 .

[0039 ] FIG . 4 depicts an example augmented reality dis
play. Augmentations of the scene 310 of FIG . 3 can be

displayed on the augmented reality device 210 of FIG . 2 .
The augmentations can , for example, comprise a title 410 of
an object contained in the scene and a text description 420
about the object. The augmentations may be overlaid or

merged with the image such that the real image and the
augmentations may be combined in a single virtual image

and presented to the user.

[0040 ] FIG . 5 depicts example : augmentations displayed
on a computing device, in particular, FIG . 5 illustrates a
virtual image 510 displayed on the augmented reality device
210 of FIG . 2 . The virtual image 510 can comprise an image
of a scene, such as a panoramic view of Paris or a portion

thereof, merged with augmentations 520a - d describing
objects or monuments in the scene . The augmentations

520a -d can comprise descriptive titles and comments cre

ated by tourists about the objects . A comment can comprise
a rating in a form of a one - to - five star scale and a feedback

text field . A user 530 can select and expand any number of
the augmentations 520a - d . For example , the user 530 can

shake the augmented reality device 210 ,mouse over, single
click , double - tap , or motion over the augmentations 520a

520d to retrieve additional information about the objects
contained in the augmentations 520a - d . Additional informa
tion can be retrieved from data stored locally or externally

to the augmented reality device 210 . For example , the

additional information may comprise images taken by tour
ists , a list of attractions nearby, a list of restaurants with
menus, prices, advertisement, etc .
[0041] In a world where augmented reality has become
commonplace , it would be useful to have a way to organize
this increasing sensorial and cognitive data . As augmented
reality applications and services become increasingly popu
lar, the number of augmentations available in any given

context will skyrocket. These augmentations may be visual,

auditory, and haptic , and some augmentations may span

modalities . Whether the augmentations are for a particular
place and time, a particular object or collection of objects , or
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reality environment along contextually or user - determined

axes while reducing the sensorial and cognitive load on the

user. These techniques may comprise automatic grouping of

augmentations into clusters and rendering of the clusters
based on conceptual formats representative of the augmen

tations grouped therein .
[0043 ] FIG . 6 depicts an example grouping of augmenta
tions into clusters . An illustrative example of grouping
augmentations into clusters includes a user 610 walking
through a park , such as Central Park in New York City , while
using the augmented reality device 210 . The augmented
reality device 210 can render or display a virtual image 650,
such as a map of the park overlaid ormerged with augmen
tations. The user 610 can use the augmented reality device

210 to navigate around the virtual image 650 , which in this

example represents the augmented reality park . There can be

a number of real visitor augmentations 6200-m in the virtual

image 650 associated with real people. For example , real

people can be also walking through the park , and can have
be a large number of virtual visitor augmentations 630a-n in
augmentations in the form of avatars . Additionally , there can

the virtual image 650 associated with virtual people . For
example , people from around the world having augmenta

tions in the form of avatars can also be visiting the park
virtually at the same time as the user 610 . Additionally , the

virtual image 650 may comprise many other augmentations
and types thereof, which are not represented in FIG . 6 for

sake of clarity.
[0044 ] To avoid overwhelming the user 610 with the large

number of augmentations 620 -630 , some or all of the
augmentations 620 -630 can be grouped into clusters and the

clusters can be rendered as exemplars 622 , 632 , 640 .
[0045 ] In an example , the augmentations 620 -630 can be

initially displayed on the augmented reality device 210 . The
augmented reality device 210 can , locally or through another

computing device , group the real visitor augmentations 620
into a real visitor cluster and the virtual visitor augmenta
tions 630 into a virtual visitor cluster. In turn , the two

generated clusters can be grouped into a higher layer visitor
generated clusters as real visitor exemplar 622 , virtual

cluster. The augmented reality device 210 can display the

visitor exemplar 632 , and visitor exemplar 640 . Further , the
augmented reality device 210 can remove the grouped

augmentations from the initially displayed augmented real
ity output, i. e . the output comprising all the real visitor
augmentations 620 and the virtual visitor augmentations 630

previously displayed , and display the ungrouped augmenta

tions alongside the exemplars 622 , 632 , 640 .
[0046 ] As such , the augmentations 620 -630 can be auto

for a person or collection of people , the number of augmen
tations can overwhelm a user 's ability to process them .

matically grouped and presented to the user 610 in a
simplified augmented reality presentation merged in the

tations" is to allow the end -user to selectively hide or show

virtual image 650 . The user 610 can in turn access , com
municate with , and expand the exemplars 622 , 632 , 640 . The

[0042] One solution to the problem of“ too many augmen

them . Such techniques are typically referred to as “ filtering .”
For example , an end -user can set up a filter to remove from
sight all the advertisements overlaid on a scene, show only

a professor 's notes on a copy ofMoby Dick , or turn off all
However , the filtering techniques may require the end -user

clustering can be multi-layered and can comprise classes of
clusters with hierarchical structures . In this example , the
visitor cluster can comprise the real visitor cluster and the

virtual visitor cluster. In turn , the real visitor cluster can

audio commentaries during a performance of Swan Lake .

group the real visitor augmentations 620 , - , and the virtual
visitor cluster can group the virtual visitor augmentations

to know in advance when and what specific augmentations
he or she wants to have available . FIGS . 6 - 9 present embodi

630 .. . For sake of clarity , FIG . 6 only depicts two clustering

ments of alternative or additional techniques to filtering that

can maintain the richness and meaning of an augmented

layers (i.e . the visitor cluster as a first layer, and the real and
ments are not limited to the exemplified layers. Additional or
virtual visitor clusters as a second layer ). However, embodi
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different clustering layers and sub - layers can be defined

based on the augmentations, the user 's context, and other
factors .

[ 0047 ] Groupingaugmentations into clusters can comprise

analyzing properties of the augmentations available in a

given user 's context, generating one or more classes of
clusters with possible hierarchical category structures based
on the analyzed properties , associating each class with a
concept description , and using the concept description to

group the augmentations into the clusters within the appro
priate classes .

[ 0048 ] In an embodiment, clustering algorithms can be
used to generate the clusters and group the augmentations
therein . Example clustering algorithms can include concep
tual clustering algorithms, such as COBWEB and ITER

ATE . The conceptual clustering algorithms can comprise

machine learning paradigm for unsupervised classification

of data that can be adapted to generate concept descriptions

and hierarchical category structures associated with classes .

For example , the conceptual clustering algorithms can con

sider properties exhibited by or inherent to the augmenta

comprise avatar grouping algorithms. As such , the library

can be searched for an algorithm within that category, and
the avatar and the facial recognition clustering algorithms

can be retrieved . Other clustering algorithms need not be

retrieved .

[0051] The retrieved clustering algorithms can be applied

to analyze properties of the augmentations . The analysis can

comprise comparing the properties to criteria from the user' s
context . Based on the properties , the user ' s context, and the
comparison , the clustering algorithms can generate classes
of clusters with hierarchical structures and concept descrip

tions associated with the generated classes . The concept

descriptions can be used to group the augmentations into the
clusters within the appropriate classes . The grouping can
comprise adding an augmentation to a generated cluster

based on a comparison between the properties of the aug

mentation and the concept description of the class associated
with the generated cluster. Continuing with the avatar
example , the avatar clustering algorithm can be applied to
generate two classes of clusters. The corresponding concept
descriptions can be avatars that can speak French and

tions and other information available to the algorithm , such

avatars that can speak only other languages . The facial
recognition clustering algorithm can be applied to create two

clusters . Other clustering algorithms can include the
MICROSOFT CLUSTERING ALGORITHM available
with SQL SERVER 2008 and the Balanced Iterative Reduc

avatars. The additional concept descriptions can be avatars

as the user 's context, to generate concepts, classes , and

ing and Clustering using Hierarchies (BIRCH ) algorithm .
[ 0049 ] In an embodiment, the clustering algorithmscan be
stored in a library . Based on the user 's context and the
augmentations, one or more clustering algorithms can be
retrieved from the library and applied to the augmentations .

other classes of clusters within the class of French speaking

that can speak French and have a moustache and avatars that
can speak French and do not have a moustache. As such , a

hierarchical structure of cluster classes associated with con
cept descriptions can be created . In this example , a first

hierarchy can comprise a class that groups avatars based on

language skills , and a second hierarchy can comprise a class

For example, the library can comprise an avatar clustering
algorithm adapted to group avatar -like augmentations based

that groups avatars based on facial hair traits . Thus , a total
of three clusters can be created : one for avatars that cannot

on the augmentation properties such as social status (e . g .
single , married , divorced , in a relationship , etc .), gender,

not have a moustache , and one for avatars that can speak

age, activity ( e . g . on vacation , running to a meeting , etc .) ,

profession , hobbies , location , spoken languages , personal
message , friends, etc . The library can also comprise a facial
recognition clustering algorithm that can group avatars by

analyzing common facial traits found in images of people
associated with the avatars . The facial recognition clustering

algorithm can further generate a description of the analyzed
common facial traits . In addition , the library can comprise a
third conceptual clustering algorithm for grouping augmen

tations that represent venues by analyzing their locations ,
distance of a user to the locations, time of the day , nearby

attractions , ratings, recommendations, feedback from other

speak French , one for avatars that can speak French but do

French and have a moustache . The augmentations can be
grouped into the clusters based on matches, such as language
skills and facial hair traits , between the augmentation prop
erties and the concept descriptions.
[0052] The concept descriptions can be further used to

generate rendering formats as described herein below . For
example , the language skills concept description can be used
to render a cluster as an avatar holding a French flag , while

the facial hair concept description can be used to add a

moustache to the rendered avatar.

[0053] FIG . 7 depicts an example rendering format of an
exemplar. Augmentation data can comprise augmentations

users , facts , menus, prices , activities , cuisines , required

and clusters of augmentations. The augmentation data can be

attire , etc . The stored algorithms can be categorized . For

rendered as exemplars . An augmented reality device, such as

example , the avatar and the facial recognition algorithmscan

any of the devices 210 of FIG . 2 , can be used to render the

be categorized as applicable to grouping avatars , whereas

augmentation data . In an embodiment, the augmented reality

the venue clustering algorithm can be categorized as appli
cable to grouping activities. Embodiments are not limited to
the exemplified conceptual clustering algorithms. Additional

device can comprise graphics processing units or a comput
ing system adapted to process and render graphics data . In

algorithms and categories can be defined and stored in the
library .

another embodiment, an external computing device , such as
server 220 of FIG . 2 , can receive , process , and render the
augmentation data and transmit the rendered data to the

[0050 ] The augmentations and the user 's context can be
used to determine an appropriate category of clustering

another embodiment, the external device can send rendering

algorithms that can to be applied to the augmentations . The

library can be searched , and the appropriate clustering
algorithms can be retrieved . For example, when the aug
mentations represent avatars and the user ' s context indicates

an interest in communicating with people who can speak

French and have a moustache, a determined category can

augmented reality device for display to a user 730 . In yet
instructions, format, or information to the augmented reality
device which in turn can render the augmentation data based

on the received information .

[0054 ] An exemplar can be a conceptual representation

used to render a cluster. The conceptual representation can

comprise sensorial representations such as visual, auditory,
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and haptic representations, of a concept description associ -

augmentations of visitors to a park can be represented as

ated with the cluster. The concept description can reflect

avatars . The augmentations can be grouped in a multi - tier

properties of augmentations grouped into the cluster. Addi
tionally , the exemplar can be created ad -hoc in response to

properties of the augmentation data and can comprise

cluster hierarchy based on the activities of the avatars . First

tier clusters can be associated with the concept of an
international baseball gamebetween the avatars . Second tier

semantics and presentation rules of such data . Further, each

clusters can be associated with the concept of baseball teams

As such , the exemplar can provide a perceptual summary of

with the concept of active and substitute baseball players .

exemplar can be represented in relation to other exemplars.
the cluster 's properties and content. In other words , the

exemplar can provide a means to deal with an overabun
dance of augmentations through intelligent indirection ,

reducing a user 's sensorial and cognitive overload while

maintaining the richness and meaning of the original aug
mentations.

[0055 ] For example , in an augmented reality street scene

that contains billboards, restaurants, and avatars, three dif

ferent classes of exemplars can be created : a class for virtual

billboards, a class for restaurant reviews, and a class for
avatars . Each of the classes can provide its own rules for

presentation . Considering the class of virtualbillboards , the
billboards can be grouped into a business -related cluster

( e . g . an advertisement for a sale at a nearby sporting goods

store ) and a public service cluster (e .g . a high crime area
warning ). Each exemplar can express not only distinct
characteristics ( e . g . appearance, behavior, and interactivity )
of the cluster, but also common characteristics shared with
others clusters within the same class . As such , the business
related cluster can be rendered as an exemplar comprising a
3D model of a billboard , which can be a common charac
teristic of the clusters within the class of virtual billboards .
Additionally , the exemplar can comprise a “ For Sale ” sign

from different nations . Third tier clusters can be associated

Aspects of the concept descriptions can be used in deter

mining the formats. As such , the first tier cluster can be
rendered as an avatar wearing a baseball hat and holding a
trophy . The second tier clusters can be represented by
avatars wearing national jerseys. The third tier clusters can
be displayed as avatars carrying a bat or sitting on a bench .
[0059 ] In a further embodiment, a similar conceptual
analysis can be applied to the grouped augmentations to
derive a cluster concept based on common properties of the
grouped augmentations. The common properties can com

prise a certain range of shared characteristics . The format
can be derived from the cluster concept and can be adapted
to exhibit several aspects , such as behavior, appearance, and

interactivity, of the cluster or the grouped augmentations .
For example , when a cluster groups augmentations repre
senting visitors to a park from different nations, the cluster

concept can be international avatars. As such , a cluster

grouping visitors from Germany can be formatted as an

avatar holding a German flag . Additionally , an analysis of
the grouped augmentations ( e . g . the German visitors ) may
reveal that most augmentations are visiting the park to take

pictures of objects therein . Based on this analysis, the format
of the cluster ( e . g . the avatar holding a German flag) can be

across the 3D model , which can be a distinct characteristic

further updated to incorporate a camera .

of the business -related cluster.
[0056 ] Rendering the clusters can comprise determining

[0060 ) Similarly , the format of a cluster can be determined

relatively to formats of other clusters. Multiple clusters can

the clusters as exemplars based on the determined formats.

be comparatively analyzed . For example , ratios of cluster
characteristics ( e .g . number of augmentations, data size in

augmentations as exemplars . As described herein above , the

bytes , etc.) may be calculated to derive relative cluster sizes.
The relative cluster sizes can be used to update the formats

renderers or rendering formats for the clusters and rendering

Similar rendering techniques can also be used to render the

exemplar can comprise a 2D or 3D object providing a
conceptual representation of its content to a user. For

of the compared clusters . In the previous example , if a
cluster of USA visitors is rendered with an avatar holding a

example ,when an augmentation is associated with an avatar,

USA flag , the USA and German clusters can be compared .

exhibit properties of the augmentation . As such, if the

the number of visitors than the German cluster. As such , the

the exemplar can comprise a 3D avatar customized to

augmentation represents a middle -aged business man , the
a suit, and carrying a briefcase . Similarly , when augmenta

The comparison may reveal that the USA cluster has twice

avatar holding the USA flag can be displayed on a graphical

object can comprise a male avatar having gray hair, wearing

user interface with a size twice as large as the avatar holding

tions in the form of avatars visiting a park are grouped into
clusters based on the avatar nationalities, the corresponding

the German flag.
[0061] In a further embodiment, the format can be refined
by also considering the user 's context. The user 's context

exemplars can be avatars holding flags of the different

nations. Further, properties of the augmentations can be

reflected at the different cluster hierarchal layers . For
example , a top -level cluster of park visitors can comprise
lower -level clusters of the park visitors grouped by nation

alities. The top -level cluster can be rendered as an avatar

sitting on a park bench next to a globe of the world , whereas

the lower-level clusters can be rendered as avatars carrying
flags of the different nations.

[0057 ) Determining a renderer or a rendering format for a
The format can be automatically determined based on the

cluster can be accomplished without input from an end -user.
augmentation data , the cluster, other clusters , and the user ' s

context.
[0058 ] In an embodiment, the format can be derived from

a concept description of the class of clusters. For example ,

can be retrieved and analyzed to determine properties that
can be applied to the format. For example , avatars holding
flags can represent clusters of park visitors from different
nations . The avatars can be further updated to reflect some

or all aspects of the user's context. When analyzing the

user ' s context, a list of friends may be retrieved . As such , a
cluster comprising an augmentation associated with a friend

from the list can be updated . The update can comprise

adding the words “ A Friend Is Here ” to the avatar.

[0062 ] Referring to FIG . 7 , the rendering format of a
of factors and goals . In an embodiment, appearance of an
exemplar may be adjusted to provide an aggregation of
cluster as an exemplar can be adjusted based on a wide range

collapsed classes of attributes. The appearance may com
prise look , sound, and feel attributes exhibited by the cluster

or the augmentation data grouped therein . For example, in
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an embodiment in which augmentations are represented as

smartphone 820 , such as a GOGGLE ANDROID phone , a

avatars , a format can use the height of the exemplar to

MICROSOFT WINDOWS phone, or an APPLE IPHONE,
connected to the Internet can execute an application for an

indicate the number of grouped avatars into the cluster.
Further, the format can use clothing and accessories of the

exemplar to represent a nationality . Considering the example

of visitors to a park , a French cluster 710 representing a

small number of French tourists may be formatted to appear

augmented reality exemplar as described herein . For
example , a user 850 may be standing on a busy street corner
in Washington D . C . around lunchtime, looking for some

thing to eat, and is surrounded by restaurants but does not

short, wearing a beret, and carrying a baguette , while an

know which one to choose . The user 850 may launch a

American cluster 720 representing a large number of Ameri
can businessmen may be formatted to appear tall, slim , and

restaurant finder application on the smartphone 820 and pan

dressed in a suit.

[ 0063] The augmentation data may also exhibit behaviors

up and down the street using the smartphone 820 . On the
smartphone ' s 820 screen , the user 850 can receive and view

an augmented reality version 800 of the street. At first , the

responsive to the aggregated classes of attributes . The
behaviors can be analyzed to derive the format. For

user 850 may see a large number, maybe in the thousands ,

example, if most of the American avatars in the duster are

screen . An annotation 802 may include other people ' s rat

of restaurant review annotations 802A - N over the entire

very active (e . g . moving around the park ), the American

cluster 722 may be updated or formatted to represent a

ings and comments about each restaurant. The large number
of annotations 802A - N and their overlapping presentations

jogging avatar. Similarly , if most of the French avatars were

can prevent the user 850 from even seeing the restaurants

relaxing in the park ( e. g . having a conversation ), the French

and reading many ratings and comments .
[0068 ] Luckily , the user 850 can run the augmented reality

cluster 712 may be updated or formatted to represent a more

sedentary avatar such as one sitting on a park bench .
[ 0064 ] Responsive to the aggregated classes of attributes ,

exemplar application 810 on the smartphone 820 and in few
seconds, all the annotations 802A - N can start to cluster

the user 730 . The interactions can be analyzed to derive or

exemplars 812A - M can be substantially smaller than the
total number “ N ” of annotations 802A - N . Further, the rep

the augmentation data may further exhibit interactivity or
interactions between the augmentations, the clusters , and/ or

refine the formats . For example , the user 730 can be fluent
in English and eager to learn French . An interaction between

the user 730 and the American cluster 722 can comprise an
exchange of text messages in English with all the American

avatars comprised in the American cluster 722 . An interac

tion between the user 730 and a French avatar contained in
application or program and translating text messages
the French cluster 712 can comprise launching a translation

exchanged between the user 730 and the French avatar.
[ 0065 ] In an embodiment, a user can access and expand
the cluster and interact with one or more augmentations
grouped therein . For example , a user interested in playing a

gameof chess can access a cluster representing avatars with
the same interest, select one of the avatars , and start a chess
game with the selected avatar. In a further embodiment, a

user can interact with the cluster or the class of clusters. In

such embodiment, interactions received from the grouped

augmentations contained in the cluster can be presented to

the user in a raw format or can be rendered according to the

clustering and rendering techniques described herein . For
example , a user may be interested in improving his or her

cooking skills and may interact with a cluster representing
cooks from around the world . The user may ask the cluster

together in exemplars 812A - M . The total number “ M ” of
resentation of an exemplar 812 can be much simpler than the

representation of an annotation 802 . An exemplar 812 for a
restaurant review can look like a simple one -to - five star flag
with a color coding . As such , the street scene can be easier
to understand immediately . Using this type of exemplars , the
restaurants 810 can have black - colored ratings floating

above them . The augmented reality exemplar application
may display an exemplar 812 A with the maximum rating of

five stars over the nearest restaurant to the user 850 . How

ever, the black stars may not quite be as dark as the black
stars rendered above some of the other nearby restaurants ,
: In fact, the stars of the exemplar 812A may be displayed

with a quite pale color.
[0069] The color shade can reflect the number of augmen
tations clustered together to generate the exemplar 812A . In

other words , darker displayed stars can indicate a larger
number of people rating a restaurant. As such , the exemplar
812A with the pale color can indicate that the nearest

restaurant with the five stars may not have had many people
rate it. The user 850 may not think that be or she should trust

a rating, even a five star rating, from an establishment with
so few reviews.
[0070 ]. Further, the color can provide additional cognitive

for a recipe and someof the cooksmay respond back to the

information to the user 850 . For example, black - colored

received order. Additionally or alternatively, the responses

know , whereas brightly - colored stars can be ratings by
friends of the user 850. Continuing with the restaurant

request. The responses can be presented to the user in the

stars can be ratings by people that the user 850 does not

can be grouped and rendered as exemplars representing
clusters of cooks known to the user, special diet recipes , and
recipes provided by restaurants .
[0066 ] The determination of the rendering format can be

example , the augmented reality exemplar application 810
may display all black -colored stars for the nearest restaurant

on the augmentation data . The format can also take advan

from friends of the user 850 . So, the user 850 may turn the

independent of input from the user and can be instead based

tage of properties derived from the user 's context. In other

words, the user need not specify the format of the augmen

tations or clusters because the exemplars can be derived

automatically .

[0067] FIG . 8 depicts an example of an augmented reality
view before and after augmentations are clustered and the
resulting exemplars are rendered . In an embodiment, a

and brightly - colored stars above some of the other restau
rants nearby. These more colorful stars can indicate ratings
smartphone 820 away from the black five -star restaurant to
find a place that has the most colorful stars . The augmented

reality exemplar application 810 may display to the user 850
a bright green five - star restaurant located across the street.
The user 850 may perceive that a lot of his or her friends

positively enjoy the located restaurant and may decide to

pocket the smartphone and rush across the street for lunch .
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[0071] FIG . 9 depicts an example operational procedure
for grouping augmentations and rendering the resulting

exemplars including operations 900 , 902, 904 , 906 , 908 ,
910, 912 , 914, and 918 . Operation 900 starts the operational
procedure , where an augmented reality application or ser
vice may be activated on an augmented reality device , such

as any of the devices 210 of FIG . 2 . Operation 900 may be
followed by operation 902 . Operation 902 (Receive a user ' s

context) illustrates receiving a user 's context. The user ' s
context may include information about the user 's physical
and virtual environments . Operation 902 may be followed

by operation 904 . Operation 904 (Retrieve augmentations )
illustrates determining augmentations based on the received

user ' s context . The augmented reality device can access or
connect to a repository of augmentations and use the user ' s
context to retrieve the appropriate augmentations. The aug
mented reality device may or may not render these augmen
tations to the user and may proceed to generate clusters and

exemplars comprising some or all of the retrieved augmen

tations. Operation 904 may be followed by operation 906 .

[0072 ] Operation 906 (Analyze the retrieved augmenta
tions) illustrates analyzing the retrieved augmentations .
Based on the received user 's context, the retrieved augmen
tations, and other factors, one or more conceptual clustering

algorithms can be retrieved from a library and applied to

some or all of the retrieved augmentations . Operation 906
may be followed by operation 908 . Operation 908 (Generate

one ormore classes of clusters ) illustrates generating one or
more classes of clusters . The classes of clusters can com
prise hierarchical category structures based on the analyzed
properties of the augmentations . Operation 908 may be

followed by operation 910 . Operation 910 ( Associate clus
class with a concept description . The concept descriptions
may be derived from the analyzed properties. Operation 910
may be followed by operation 912 . Operation 912 (Group
the analyzed augmentations into the clusters ) illustrates
grouping the analyzed augmentations into clusters within the
appropriate classes . The grouping can be based on the
concept descriptions. Operation 912 may be followed by
operation 914 .
[0073] Operation 914 (Remove the grouped augmenta
tions from previously rendered augmentations) illustrates
removing the grouped augmentations from previously ren
ters with concept descriptions ) illustrates associating each

dered augmentations. Operation 914 can be optional and can
depend on whether the available augmentations under opera
tion 904 are initially rendered to the user. Operation 914 may
be followed by operation 916 . Operation 916 (Determine

rendering formats for the clusters) illustrates determining

rendering formats for the generated clusters. For each clus
ter, operation 916 can determine a renderer or a format based

on the associated concept description, properties of the

grouped augmentations, the user ' s context, or formats of
other clusters. Operation 916 can be independent of input
from the user. Operation 916 may be followed by operation

918 . Operation 918 (Render the clusters as exemplars )

illustrates rendering the clusters as exemplars. The rendering
can be based on the determined formats and can comprise
conceptual representations of the clusters .

[0074 ] One skilled in the art will appreciate that, for this
and other processes and methods disclosed herein , the
functions performed in the processes and methods may be

implemented in differing order. Furthermore , the outlined

steps and operations are only provided as examples, and

some of the steps and operations may be optional, combined

into fewer steps and operations, or expanded into additional

steps and operations without detracting from the essence of

the disclosed embodiments.
[0075 ] The present disclosure is not to be limited in terms
of the particular embodiments described in this application ,
which are intended as illustrations of various aspects. Many
modifications and variations can be made without departing
from its spirit and scope, as will be apparent to those skilled

in the art. Functionally equivalent methods and apparatuses
within the scope of the disclosure , in addition to those
enumerated herein , will be apparent to those skilled in the art

from the foregoing descriptions. Such modifications and
variations are intended to fall within the scope of the

appended claims. The present disclosure is to be limited only
by the terms of the appended claims, along with the full

scope of equivalents to which such claims are entitled . It is

to be understood that this disclosure is not limited to
particular methods , reagents , compounds, compositions or
biological systems, which can , of course , vary. It is also to
be understood that the terminology used herein is for the

purpose of describing particular embodiments only , and is

not intended to be limiting .

[0076 ] In an illustrative embodiment, any of the opera

tions, processes , etc . described herein can be implemented as
computer- readable instructions stored on a computer -read
able medium . The computer- readable instructions can be
executed by a processor of a mobile unit, a network element,

and/or any other computing device .
100771 There is little distinction left between hardware and
software implementations of aspects of systems; the use of

hardware or software is generally (but not always , in that in
certain contexts the choice between hardware and software
can become significant) a design choice representing cost vs.

efficiency tradeoffs. There are various vehicles by which

processes and / or systems and /or other technologies

described herein can be effected (e . g ., hardware, software ,
and / or firmware ), and that the preferred vehicle will vary

with the context in which the processes and / or systems
and / or other technologies are deployed. For example , if an
implementer determines that speed and accuracy are para

mount , the implementer may opt for a mainly hardware

and /or firmware vehicle ; if flexibility is paramount, the

implementermay opt for a mainly software implementation ;

or, yet again alternatively, the implementer may opt for some
combination of hardware , software , and /or firmware .

[0078 ] The foregoing detailed description has set forth
various embodiments of the devices and /or processes via the
use of block diagrams, flowcharts , and /or examples. Insofar
as such block diagrams, flowcharts , and / or examples contain
one or more functions and/ or operations , it will be under
stood by those within the art that each function and / or

operation within such block diagrams, flowcharts, or

examples can be implemented , individually and / or collec

tively , by a wide range of hardware , software, firmware , or

virtually any combination thereof. In one embodiment,

several portions of the subject matter described herein may
be implemented via Application Specific Integrated Circuits

( ASICs), Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) , digital
signal processors (DSPs ), or other integrated formats . How

ever, those skilled in the art will recognize that some aspects

of the embodiments disclosed herein , in whole or in part ,can
be equivalently implemented in integrated circuits , as one or

more computer programs running on one or more computers
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as one or more programs running on one or more computer

systems), as one or more programs running on one or more
processors ( e . g ., as one or more programs running on one or
more microprocessors ), as firmware, or as virtually any
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acting components and /or wirelessly interactable and /or

wirelessly interacting components and /or logically interact
ing and/ or logically interactable components .

combination thereof, and that designing the circuitry and /or

[0081] With respect to the use of substantially any plural
and /or singular termsherein , those having skill in the art can

well within the skill of one of skill in the art in light of this
disclosure . In addition , those skilled in the art will appreciate

singular to the plural as is appropriate to the context and / or

that the mechanisms of the subject matter described herein

be expressly set forth herein for sake of clarity.

subject matter described herein applies regardless of the
particular type of signal bearing medium used to actually
carry out the distribution . Examples of a signal bearing

general, terms used herein , and especially in the appended

writing the code for the software and/or firmware would be
are capable of being distributed as a program product in a
variety of forms, and that an illustrative embodiment of the

medium include, but are not limited to , the following : a

recordable type medium such as a floppy disk , a hard disk
drive , a CD , a DVD , a digital tape, a computer memory , etc . ;
and a transmission type medium such as a digital and /or an

analog communication medium (e .g., a fiber optic cable, a

waveguide, a wired communications link , a wireless com
munication link , etc . ).

translate from the plural to the singular and/ or from the

application. The various singular/plural permutations may

10082 ] It will be understood by those within the art that, in

claims (e.g., bodies of the appended claims) are generally
be interpreted as “ including but not limited to ," the term
intended as " open " terms ( e . g ., the term “ including” should

“ having " should be interpreted as “ having at least," the term

“ includes” should be interpreted as “ includes but is not
limited to ," etc .). It will be further understood by those
within the art that if a specific number of an introduced claim

recitation is intended , such an intentwill be explicitly recited
in the claim , and in the absence of such recitation no such

intent is present. For example , as an aid to understanding ,

[0079 ] Those skilled in the art will recognize that it is

the following appended claims may contain usage of the

in the fashion set forth herein , and thereafter use engineering
practices to integrate such described devices and /or pro
cesses into data processing systems. That is, at least a

introduce claim recitations. However, the use of such

common within the art to describe devices and /or processes

portion of the devices and / or processes described herein can

be integrated into a data processing system via a reasonable

amount of experimentation . Those having skill in the art will

recognize that a typical data processing system generally
includes one or more of a system unit housing, a video
display device, a memory such as volatile and non - volatile
memory , processors such as microprocessors and digital
signal processors, computational entities such as operating
systems, drivers , graphical user interfaces, and applications
programs, one or more interaction devices, such as a touch

pad or screen , and /or control systems including feedback
loops and control motors (e . g ., feedback for sensing position
and /or velocity ; controlmotors formoving and /or adjusting
components and/ or quantities ). A typical data processing

system may be implemented utilizing any suitable commer
cially available components , such as those typically found in

data computing/ communication and /or network computing

communication systems.

[0080 ] The herein described subject matter sometimes
illustrates different components contained within , or con
nected with , different other components. It is to be under
stood that such depicted architectures are merely examples,

and that in fact many other architectures can be implemented
which achieve the same functionality . In a conceptual sense ,

introductory phrases " at least one” and “ one or more ” to

phrases should not be construed to imply that the introduc
tion of a claim recitation by the indefinite articles " a " or " an "

limits any particular claim containing such introduced claim
recitation to embodiments containing only one such recita
tion , even when the same claim includes the introductory
phrases “ one or more” or “ at least one ” and indefinite
articles such as “ a ” or “ an ” (e.g., “ a” and /or " an ” should be
interpreted to mean " at least one” or “ one or more” ) ; the
same holds true for the use of definite articles used to
introduce claim recitations. In addition , even if a specific

number of an introduced claim recitation is explicitly
recited , those skilled in the art will recognize that such

recitation should be interpreted to mean at least the recited

number ( e . g ., the bare recitation of “ two recitations ," with
out other modifiers, means at least two recitations, or two or
more recitations). Furthermore , in those instances where a

convention analogous to " at least one of A , B , and C , etc .”

is used , in general such a construction is intended in the
sense one having skill in the art would understand the

convention (e .g ., " a system having at least one of A , B , and
C ” would include but not be limited to systems that have A

alone, B alone, C alone, A and B together , A and C together,

B and C together, and/or A , B , and . C together, etc.). In those
instances where a convention analogous to " at least one of

A , B , or C , etc .” is used , in general such a construction is
intended in the sense one having skill in the art would

any arrangement of components to achieve the same func

understand the convention (e . g ., " a system having at least

functionality is achieved . Hence , any two components
herein combined to achieve a particular functionality can be
seen as “ associated with ” each other such that the desired

together, etc.). It will be further understood by those within

tionality is effectively “ associated ” such that the desired

functionality is achieved , irrespective of architectures or

intermedial components . Likewise, any two components so

associated can also be viewed as being " operably con
ne
nected
” , or “ operably coupled ” , to each other to achieve the

desired functionality , and any two components capable of

one of A , B , or C ” would include but not be limited to
systems that have A alone , B alone, C alone, and B together,

A and C together, Band C together, and/ or A , B , and C
the art that virtually any disjunctive word and / or phrase
presenting two or more alternative terms, whether in the
description , claims, or drawings , should be understood to
contemplate the possibilities of including one of the terms,
either of the terms, or both terms. For example , the phrase

being so associated can also be viewed as being " operably

“ A or B ” will be understood to include the possibilities of

couplable ” , to each other to achieve the desired functional
ity . Specific examples of operably couplable include but are
not limited to physically mateable and /or physically inter

closure are described in terms of Markush groups, those

“ A ” or “ B ” or “ A and B .” .
10083] In addition , where features or aspects of the dis
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skilled in the art will recognize that the disclosure is also

thereby described in terms of any individual member or

subgroup ofmembers of the Markush group .

[ 0084 ] As will be understood by one skilled in the art, for

any and all purposes , such as in terms of providing a written
description, all ranges disclosed herein also encompass any
and all possible subranges and combinations of subranges
thereof. Any listed range can be easily recognized as suffi

ciently describing and enabling the same range being broken
down into at least equal halves, thirds, quarters, fifths ,
tenths, etc . As a non - limiting example , each range discussed
herein can be readily broken down into a lower third , middle

3 . The system of claim 2 , wherein the memory stores

instructions which in response to execution by the one or

more processors, further cause the system to :

merge the scene with the plurality of augmentations based
on the set of scene coordinates and the set of augmen

tation coordinates .
4 . The system of claim 1, wherein the each cluster of the

one or more clusters represents one of a plurality of physical
venues .

5 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the group of the
plurality of augmentations into the one or more clusters is

further based on a respective location of a plurality of

third and upper third , etc . As will also be understood by one

physical venues .

skilled in the art all language such as “ up to ," " at least," and

6 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the determination of the
rendering format for each corresponding duster of the one or
more clusters is based at least in part on a subset of the
plurality of augmentations that is associated with a certain

the like include the number recited and refer to ranges which

can be subsequently broken down into subranges as dis
cussed above . Finally , as will be understood by one skilled

in the art, a range includes each individual member . Thus ,

for example , a group having 1- 3 cells refers to groups having
1 , 2 , or 3 cells , Similarly , a group having 1 - 5 cells refers to
groups having 1, 2 , 3, 4 , or 5 cells , and so forth .
[0085 ] From the foregoing, it will be appreciated that
various embodiments of the present disclosure have been
described herein for purposes of illustration , and that various
modifications may be made without departing from the
scope and spirit of the present disclosure . Accordingly, the
various embodiments disclosed herein are not intended to be
limiting, with the true scope and spirit being indicated by the

following claims.
What is claimed is :
1. A system to render augmented data , the system com

prising:

one or more processors ; and

a memory coupled to the one or more processors, wherein

physical venue .

7 . A method to render augmented reality data , the method
determining a plurality of augmentations of a scene

comprising:

captured by a user device , wherein the determination is
based on a context associated with the user device , and
wherein the context includes information regarding an

environment of the user device ;
grouping the plurality of augmentations into one ormore
clusters based on at least one concept description ,
wherein each of the one or more clusters is associated

with a concept description of the at least one concept

description ;

determining a rendering format for each corresponding
cluster of the one or more clusters , wherein the ren
dering format indicates at least a look of conceptual

representation of the corresponding cluster, wherein the

the memory stores instructions which in response to
execution by the one or more processors , cause the

look of the conceptual representation of the corre
sponding cluster is based on at least the concept

system to at least:

description associated with the corresponding cluster ,

determine a plurality of augmentations of a scene cap

and wherein the conceptual representation of the cor

tured by a user device , wherein the determination is
based on a context associated with the user device, and

responding cluster is different from individual augmen

wherein the context includes information regarding an
environment of the user device ;
group the plurality of augmentations into one or more
clusters based on at least one concept description ,
wherein each of the one or more clusters is associated

with a concept description of the at least one concept

description ;
determine a rendering format for each corresponding
cluster of the one or more clusters , wherein the ren

dering format indicates at least a look of conceptual
representation of the corresponding cluster, wherein the
look of the conceptual representation of the corre

sponding cluster is based on at least the concept

description associated with the corresponding cluster ,

and wherein the conceptual representation of the cor
responding cluster is different from individual augmen

tations within the corresponding cluster ; and

render each cluster of the one or more clusters based on
the rendering format that corresponds to the each
cluster.

2 . The system of claim 1, wherein the scene is associated
with a set of scene coordinates, and wherein the plurality of
augmentations are associated with a set of augmentation
coordinates .

tations within the corresponding cluster ; and
rendering each cluster of the one or more clusters based
on the rendering format that corresponds to the each

cluster.

8 . The method of claim 7, wherein the each cluster of the

one or more clusters represents one of a plurality of physical
venues .

9 . The method of claim 7, wherein grouping the plurality
of augmentations into one or more clusters includes group

ing further based on a respective location of a plurality of
physical venues .

10 . The method of claim 7 , wherein determining the
rendering format for each corresponding cluster of the one

or more clusters includes determining based on a subset of
the plurality of augmentations that is associated with a

certain physical venue .
11 . A non - transitory computer readable storage medium

having stored thereon instructions that, in response to execu

tion by one or more processors, cause the one or more

processors to perform or control performance of:

generate one or more classes of clusters based on an
analysis of properties of a plurality of augmentations ,
wherein the plurality of augmentations includes one or
more augmentations of a scene captured by a user
device ;
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associate a concept description with each corresponding
class of the one or more classes of clusters based on the

properties of the plurality of augmentations, wherein
the concept description is indicative of at least a look of
a conceptual representation of the corresponding class ;
and

group the plurality of augmentations into the one or more

classes of dusters based on the concept description of

each corresponding class of the one or more classes of

clusters .

12 . The non - transitory computer readable storagemedium

of claim 11 , wherein the conceptual representation of the
corresponding class is different from individual augmenta
tions within the corresponding class .

13 . The non -transitory computer readable storage medium
of claim 11 , wherein the scene captured by the user device

is based on a context associated with the user device , and

wherein the context includes information regarding an envi
ronment of the user device.
14 . The non -transitory computer readable storage medium
of claim 13 , wherein the analysis of the properties of the

plurality of augmentations comprises a comparison of the

properties of the plurality of augmentations with the context

associated with the user device .
15 . The non -transitory computer readable storage medium
of claim 11 , wherein the instructions, in response to execu

tion by the one ormore processors, further cause the one or

more processors to perform or control performance of:

add at least one of the plurality of augmentations into a
particular class of the one or more classes of clusters

based on a comparison between the properties of the

plurality of augmentations and the concept description

associated with the particular class of the one or more

classes of clusters.
method comprising :

16 . A method to group a plurality of augmentations, the

generating one or more classes of clusters based on an
analysis of properties of the plurality of augmentations,
wherein the plurality of augmentations includes one or

more augmentations of a scene captured by a user
device ;
associating a concept description with each corresponding
class of the one or more classes of clusters based on the

properties of the plurality of augmentations , wherein

the concept description is indicative of at least a look of

conceptual representation of the corresponding class;
and

grouping the plurality of augmentations into the one or
more classes of clusters based on the concept descrip

tion of each corresponding class of the one or more
classes of clusters.
17. Themethod of claim 16 , wherein the look of concep

tual representation of the corresponding class is different

from individual augmentations within the corresponding

class .
18 . The method of claim 16 , wherein the scene captured

by the user device is based on a context associated with the

user device, and wherein the context includes information
regarding an environment of the user device .
19 . The method of claim 16 , wherein the analysis of the
properties of the plurality of augmentations comprises a
comparison of the properties of the plurality of augmenta

tions with the context associated with the user device .

20. The method of claim 16 , further comprising:

adding at least one of the plurality of augmentations into
a particular class of the one or more classes of clusters

based on a comparison between the properties of the
plurality of augmentations and the concept description
associated with the particular class of the one or more
classes of clusters .
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